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TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

Georges-Jean Pinault 

ECONOMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE DOCUMENTS IN TOCHARIAN B 
FROM THE BEREZOVSKY AND PETROVSKY COLLECTIONS 

The bulk of the Tocharian literature consists of literary and 
sacred texts, all of Buddhist content, with the exception of 
one Manichean text, which however conforms to Buddhist 
patterns of thought and phraseology. But since the first dis
coveries and expeditions in the oases of East Turkestan, 
north of the Takla Makan desert, other texts have come to 
light too, that are of secular or profane nature, written on 
paper or wood. These are book-keeping records of monas
teries, business correspondence, administrative reports, re
ceipts of gifts to the monasteries, caravan-passes, etc. Sev
eral inscriptions have also been found on the walls of the 
caves, most of them graffiti, in addition to legends of 
paintings and historical proclamations. All these profane 
texts are composed in Tocharian B [I]. Since the pioneering 
study of Emil Sieg about monastery records of the Berlin 
collection [2], several important contributions must be 
noted [3]. 

Some secular documents from the Berezovsky and Pet
rovsky collections belonging to the Asiatic Museum (at pre
sent, St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies) were studied by the French lndologist Sylvain Levi 
in 1913, through a favour granted by his friend and col
league S. F. Oldenburg. All these manuscripts are now in 
the possession of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute 
of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences. 
Thanks to the efforts of Dr. Margarita Vorobyova
Oesyatovskaya, an inventory of the Tocharian documents of 
the St. Petersburg collections is now available [4], and it 
was possible to the present author to identify and to study 
interesting manuscripts in February 1998. The fragmentary 
nature of most of the extant material poses considerable dif
ficulties of interpretation. But instead of quoting excerpts of 
those manuscripts in biased ways, it appears useful to make 
the decipherment and translation of complete manuscripts 
available as quickly as possible so that other scholars can 
make use of this material and propose their own contribu
tions. 

The five manuscripts published thereafter for the first 
time were acquired in the Kucha region, but their exact 
finding place is unknown. Most probably they were bought 
from local people, since they bear marks of Chinese seals. 

Four belong to the Berezovsky collection (SIB Toch./9, 11, 
12, 13) and one - to the Petrovsky collection (SI P/117). 
The manuscript SIB Toch./10, which belongs to the same 
series of five complete "business documents", will be pub
lished later. According to their contents, those manuscripts 
can be arranged in two sections: (i) monastery records con
cerning deals in smaller livestock (SIB Toch.19, 11, 13); 
and (ii) administrative documents registering men, as posted 
at watch-towers (SI P/117) or as aged men (SIB Toch./12). 
Furthermore, SIB Toch./13 is in effect the leaf following 
SIB Toch./9. 

These manuscripts share general features of secular 
documents of this type. First, they are written on large 
leaves of rough paper, not on pothl leaves as literary texts 
generally are. Second, the script is not the formal variety of 
the Central Asian Brahm! script of the Northern Silk Road, 
but the non-formal variety, so-called "cursive", which is 
written quickly, although the individual a/cyaras are not 
connected. Third, the language they are written in is not the 
correct literary language of non-secular texts, but a lower 
form of Tocharian B, with many forms close to the spoken 
everyday language of that period. Some facts appear at first 
sight, and have been already recorded [5], for instance, 
genitive sg. /anti instead of /ante ("king") and forms of the 
numerals with cluster reduction, such as swer instead of 
stwer ("four"), ~uk instead of ~ukt ("seven"), ok instead of 
okt ("eight"). In addition, the existence of dialectal features 
ought to be considered. Finally, the records use stereotyped 
administrative formulations. Even if those texts are sup
posed to have been transcribed without much care, the 
scribes tried to be accurate as to the concrete datas con
cerned; and the blank spaces help to mark out the general 
structure of the documents. 

The precise dating of these manuscripts is impossible, 
but the comparison with dated documents, such as the cara
van-passes, allows to assume that they were written in the 
seventh century A.O., or eighth century A.O. at the latest. 
The texts do not mention the Kuchean kings of the first half 
of the seventh century A.O., Suvan:iapu~pa and his succes
sor Suvan:iadeva, they can therefore be tentatively placed in 
the second half of that century. 
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The signs for transliteration used in the present article 
are the usual ones: - for a missing alcyara; +for a missing 
part of alcyara; Ill for a destroyed portion of the document; 

( ) for restored passages; [ ] for uncertain readings. The 
broad transcription of Tocharian is used in the notes and in 
the commentaries *. 

I. Monastery Records on Livestock 

1. SI B Toch./9 (see fig. I). Size: 28. 7 x 36.8 cm. Tocharian B. Cursive script. Paper. The left border is slightly dam
aged at line 2. 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. wi lcyurrmtsa lcyemarcune /anti mewyai 1 pikulne iiuiice swei::
meiiantse ne san/5, santa ke~, 

2. [t]essa 2 kefo posllJ't' te yiknesa moko iiwetakke + ccakkare + 
sankatase te yikne-

3. sa santa parra 3 spiiwd!fa[, 4 + sankatase kwaiipe sinkrontse G!fiCCe 
ala'tl wast a pku-

4. we~, foiyye plyenksa wi caka'tlnma pis tom, yaptsa 5 

5. sankatase lestaiie camilg'tlntse G!ficce ala'tl wdsta pkuweh foiyye 
plyenksa wi caka'tlnma pi- -

6. s tom, [ya]ptsa 6 + sankatase + ccakkare ywarppai yparwe cati/entse 
aiyye ala'tl 

7. foiyye wsar[e] !feme 7 

pkuwe ~, foi-

8. yye wasa wi caka'tlnma satresa 8 

wi 

sankatase wd'tl!f!fintse aiyye ala'tl 

iiwetakke aiyyana santa wiiya 

9. 9skaiice fo/5, swerne ypay JO moko ratkakullentse 
ccakka-

10. re 1Jauyilcyentse 11 pakata aiyye ala'tl pkuwe~, foiyye wasa !feme 12 [/] 

11. cena/5, fo/5, swerne kapyari friiyd, klaiyna orocce kemesa asa'tlnlse 
!jaiid, !farwai sfo-

12. war, + 13 parwe lcyu'tlnl~~ lcyemarcune /anti pinkce me'tlne 
iiwetakke yikweiie tarme yparwe 

13. kippantse foiyye wasa X 15 ala'tl G!f!ficce ce foiyye raktakule perisa 
wiiya 

14. sankatase lyiwantse aiyye ala'tl pkuwe !f, foiyye wasa I 
wast a pkusai ;tomtsaisa 16 I -

Textual remarks 

1 The reading is certain. This word - oblique sg. of mew(i)yo ("tiger") - was misread as maiwyai by Sylvain Levi [6]. 
2 The first consonant of this word is partly destroyed, but this is the most probable reading. The word is the 3 sg. active preterite of the 

verb Iii- ("to put"), in the well-known syntagma kes Iii-, complemented with a direct object: "to take into account" [7]. 
3 The geminate in the a!qara rra is marked by a transversal arc of circle; this peculiar usage is known from other profane documents, 

for instance, from the caravan-passes (8]. 
4 New verbal fonn, 3 pl. active preterite causative of the verb spiiw-, the meaning of which was given as uncertain by W. Krause [9]. 

This verb recurs in SIB Toch./11, line 2: spawiire-ii, 3 pl. active preterite, but non-causative. The basic verb is intransitive, as shown by 
the latter occurrence, and also by the occurrence of the present, 3 sg. middle, spowotrii, in a broken context: H(oernle] 149.81 a 3: 
tsenketiir spowotrii ("arises (and] subsides"), if it is taken as the antonym of the verb tsenk- ("to arise"); to the latter fonn one could previ
ously add the privative aspiiwalle, aspawalle, translated by W. Krause as "unversiegbar" ("inexhaustible") [IO]. In the St. Petersburg 
documents, the sentence containing spiiw- gives a general heading to the subsequent operations, which involve selling and giving various 
animals of smaller livestock (siinta) to several individuals. Those animals belonged previously to the reserve of the Community (Skt. 
sangha, reflected by the loanword sank; cf. SI B Toch./9, line I). The death of some animals is also recorded, with the verb sruk- ("to die"; 
cf. SI B Toch./11, lines 7 and 17). Therefore, it seems likely that the verb spiiw- means "to subside, to diminish", and its causative can be 
translated as "to withdraw, to draw away", which is enforced here by the preverb parra ("away, oft"). 

• I had the privilege of discussing a preliminary study of the first three documents (section I) with Prof. Werner Winter who offered 
many useful criticisms and suggestions. Final responsibility for the contents remains, naturally, mine. 
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5 Sic! For yap-sa, perlative sg. of the word yap ("barley") with an epenthetical consonant (see line 6). This word is followed by a 
blank space till the right border, around 12 cm long. 

6 The first alqara of the word has been unnecessarily corrected in ypa, probably by a different hand. 
7 This word is followed by a blank space, about 6 cm long. 
8 This word is followed by a blank space, about 3 cm long. 
9 The text begins only at 12 cm from the left border. Here starts the record for the "tenth" (skante, oblique masc. sg. skaiice) month. 

' 0 The reading is certain. The expected form is ypoy, as first member of a compound, from 0yap6y, of the noun yapoy ("land, 
country"). The compoundypoyd-moko is attested as such on the recto ofa wooden tablet (SI P/139d, line 4, dated on the basis of the king 
Suvan1apu~pa's mention to the first quarter of the seventh century AD.), which had been partially transcribed by Levi [I I]. One finds also 
the nominative pl. ypoy-mokonta at the beginning of an official record about frauds (PK DAM. 507(37), 2). This ypoy-moko occurs again 
in SIB Toch./11, line 14, and in SI P/117, line I, both transcribed below. Butypay-moko is not due to a mere miswriting, since it recurs in 
SIB Toch./13, line 2, on the following leaf of this document. It is possible that the form results from the influence of the pluralypauna, or 
of the corresponding form Toch. Aype, which triggered *ypai as reversed equivalent of the monophthongized form in -e. 

11 The reading of this name remains partly uncertain, but, by comparison, t;1a and Jqa seem more likely than ya and Ha as the first and 
third alqara respectively. The meaning of the following word, pakata (or pakana ?), is unknown, so that any translation of this passage is 
impossible. 

12 One may hesitate between the number "I", confirming simply ~eme, and the dot as marking the end of a rubric. This mention is 
followed by a blank space, about 3.5 cm long, till the right border. 

13 The dot is followed by a blank space, corresponding to the span of an alqara. 
14 The separation of word remains unclear, but it would be gratuitous to take yikweiietar-me as a verb form. The word tarme belongs 

to the local onomastic stock (cf. tarmalle, etc.). 
15 The aiqara ~e (beginning of ~eme - "one" - oblique masc. sg.) has been erased. 
16 In the first ligatura of this word, one may read no as well as to, as usual in the documents in cursive script. This is a new word, 

which designates probably a female animal, since it is preceded by oblique sg. feminine wasta-pkusai. In several documents reflecting 
more faithfully the spoken Tocharian B language, one finds om (or aum) instead of au before nasal, e.g. kom for kautri ("day"), katkomiia 
for katkauiia ("joy"), etc. Therefore, the final part, -omtsaisa, can be interpreted as -auntsai-sa, perlative sg. of a well-know type of 
adjective, type perneu ("brilliant") or talliiu ("miserable"), feminine nominative pernauntsa and tal/auntsa, oblique pernauntsai and 
tallauntsai [12]. A very tentative suggestion would be to connect the presupposed derivative *iteu with the adjective ile ("full, filled"), and 
the resultant meaning of the feminine would be "pregnant", i.e. "with filled womb". 

TRANSLATION 

(I) In the year two of the reign of the king K~emarjuna, in the year of the Tiger, on the fourth day of the 
ninth month, the Community (2) took into account the [mass of] small domestic animals. The results of the 
count are as follows: The elder Nwetakke, CCakkare and Sarighadasa (3) have diminished as follows [the 
amount of] the small domestic animals. Sarighadasa sold to the Kwafipe Sirikro an caprine animal, male, twice 
combed (4) for 250 pounds of barley. (5) Sarighadasa sold to Cami! Lestafie (?)a caprine animal, male, twice 
combed for (6) 250 pounds of barley. Sarighadase [and] CCakkare ... first gave to Catile an ovine (7) animal, 
male, one. Sarighadasa gave to Waf!!~~i an ovine animal, male, combed, (8) for 200 pounds of grain. Nwetakke 
brought two ovine animals. 

(9) On the fourteenth day of the tenth month, CCakkare gave to the country-elder Raktakule (10) ... an 
ovine animal, male, combed, one. (11) On the same fourteenth day, the workers, old men [and] women, have 
consumed their own wool, of one goat with large teeth. (12) In the year one of the reign of king K~emarjuna, in 
the fifth month, Nwetakke ... first (13) gave an animal to Kippa, a male, caprine; Raktakule brought this animal 
[as compensation] for a debt. (14) Sarighadasa gave to Lyiwa an ovine animal, male, combed, for a pregnant 
[ewe](?), twice combed. 

2. SIB Toch./13 (see jig. 2). Size: 28.3 x 15.2 cm. Tocharian B. Cursive script. Paper. The document covers the begin
ning of a leaf, with unsignificant rips, except for the last line. 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. wiirsane 1 {qryiika ne cciikkarentse [m]uryesa 2 wara 3 ~alqssi 
klyina~~irri 4 tu yparwe ypa-

2. y 5 moko raktakulentse cciikkare ~itaintse 6 yofoi~, wiista pkusai 
iiu wasa I 

3. wi ~urrintsa ~emiircune liinti raparrine merrine yapkontse yaitkorsa 
fol/ii/ya 7 sa-

4. nkatiise po[h]lii/araiysentse 8 aiyyiina siinla wasa swiira lunef>,9 

wi oro-

5. c[c]e [k]emesa awi 2 sana wiista pk(u)sa I ~e ii[,yriye I 
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Textual remarks 

1 The complete formula for dating would be wiirsafie me11me; wiirsafie (correct form wiirsafifie) is the name of the eleventh month, 
while rapafifie (cf. line 3) is the name of the twelfth month. It is obvious that this leaf offers the direct continuation of the document 
SIB Toch./9, which contains the records of smaller livestock for the ninth and tenth month of the same year, the second reignal year of the 
king K~emiirjuna. 

2 Perlative sg. of a new word, of uncertain meaning. It is unlikely to interpret it as an abstract meaning "order, will", or the like, since 
we know the stereotyped expressions for that. One can suppose that the perlative case concerns an object through which the water flows 
towards some field or pasture, hence "irrigation canal, ditch". This word is most likely a borrowing from Sogdian mwry y ("canal") [13). 

3 If one admits a careless writing of the final consonant, it would be more probable to find the word war ("water"). The next word is 
clearly the infinitive causative of the verb sii/- ("to throw, to release") [14). 

' The reading is safe; it is less likely to read klyinaHii'!', which would be the 3 sg. active of the present of the verb k/i-n- ("to be 
obliged to") [15). It is actually the expected form of the imperfect, klyinaHi, followed by a suffixed pronoun referring to the 3rd person 
singular. The sentence seems to refer to the well-known practice of controlling and distributing the water among inhabitants of a village. It 
is perhaps as a compensation for this service that CCiikkare made the donation of one animal (line 2). 

5 Sic! Aboutypay-moko, for ypoy-moko, see above (remark No. 10) with concern to manuscript SIB Toch./9, line 9. 
6 For the first a4ara of this word, a reading pi is excluded. Therefore, one cannot find here the word pito, oblique sg. pitai 

("price") [ 16). The formyo.iai-~ is allative sg. of a noun, the oblique sg. of which is attested in PK DAM. 507(2I).12, in a broken context, 
as complement of the verb yiim- ("to do"). It is probably an abstract, connected presumably with the verb yok- ("to drink"), hence "to ab
sorb water". 

7 As usual, one can consider to read alternatively .iantii/ya. New word, of unknown meaning; in the first reading, it recalls superfi
cially the noun .iaktiilye ("semen") [17). An assimilation *.iaktii0 > .iattii0 is possible. Would this mention refer to sowing time, and to the 
distribution of seeds to farmers? 

8 The second a4ara contains a rare ligatura, which indicates a non-Indic name. The element laraiyse belongs to the onomastic local 
stock. using many derivatives of the adjective /iire ("dear"). 

9 This form results from the addition of the emphatic particle -k to the demonstrative adverb tune ("in it, therein"), locative sg. of the 
anaphoric pronoun tu. It was already known from a document of the Otani collection. 

TRANSLATION 

(1) On the day thirty of the warsane [month], in the ditch(?) of CCakkare the water was to be released. 
Thereupon (2) CCakkare gave to the country-elder Raktakule for the irrigation (?) of the ground (?) one ewe, 
twice combed. (3) In the year two of the king K~emarjuna, in the raparrine month, on order of the duke, [there 
was] sowing(?); Sanghadasa (4) gave to Pohlalaraiyse four ovine animals, namely two (S) ewes with large 
teeth, 2, one [ewe] twice combed, I, one male lamb, I . 

3. SI B Toch./11 (see fig. 3). Size: 27.5 x 42.0 cm. Tocharian B. Cursive script. Paper. The left margin is extant, but the 
right border is lost lenghtwise, with deckle-edged paper, so that some alcyaras are missing at the end of several lines. 

TRANSLITERATION 

1. 14 lcyuntsa I ysuhkwii 2 liinti §aiyye pikulne nunce merrine ke§a 
poslqrri te fy]i(k)n(esa)/11 

2. nta 3 spawiiren, tutse 4 ke~, Ill 

3. uWiiHi oroce kemesa iiuw 5 wiiya sanai ariwerri wiiya wi wtistii[1:-] 61/I 

4. a~, wiiya sanai 7 paiytine sutate perisa iiuw 5 wiiya/11 

5. sa 8 sle yari 9 

aliiu plyeli[kuwa] '0111 
tep, kwiirrintse pelykirri wast a pkuwe!f_, 

6. ass ice was/a pkuwe~, alarri i!rnrri wi ca!rnrri" keneksa + 
r~pan[n]e 12111 -

7. mesa iiuw sruka sana 13 cau~i swiira siinta wiiya wtistii~\ 
pkuwe[f.]f.q(rri) 14/// 

8. siinta ~arrisi §alike ska iem, siinta wiiya wi ~eme aiyye Heme 
aHi[c]e wti 15/// 

9. wessam alawom16 ~qkwiike §alike siinta wiiya wi a~icerri wtista 
[pk](~) 17/// • 

I 0. ~eme sawiire wtista pkuwe!f_,18 iaile yapkone yaitkorsa siinta 
wiiya/11 
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11. /s,19 aiyyiina 20 tarya sanai iiw oroce kemesa $e iil, wiista pku 21 

12. simii siinta wiiya wi a$ice111 wiista pkuweHgf11 22 kippii a$ice 
faifyy](e)/I/ --

13. me 23 pkuwe$, 24 cauhkwi siinta wiiya wi was/a pkuwe$$(J'11 
al awo111 25 117 --

14. cinasene 26 faiyye wiiya $eme a$$iCe was/a pkuwe$,27 ypoy 
~~~Ill -

15. ca111ndre 28 a$ice faiyye wiiya Heme pkuwe$,29 $1empehkule £gryii 
(p)ku(s)[ai] 30111 -

16. wiiya sanai 31111 

17. srukauwa siinta fats £grya ka hk[e] /[o] 32 ne~(Jf11 
[sa]ntap,33 yiimuwa $U/s, Ill 

Textual remarks 

omorfsgiie 

1 Before the word for the reignal year (4u111), one does not find the cardinal numeral, but the bare number signs, as in other docu
ments which are carelessly written; see below SI P/117, line I. 

2 The reading of the king's name is certain. This name does not show any conceivable connection with Sanskrit onomastics. Strange 
as it is. it is a genuine Kuchean name, even if borrowed from another language, possibly Chinese. As a matter of fact, it recurs very clearly 
in inscriptions from Kyzyl (cave No. 95), which I had the opportunity to decipher in May 1995. 

3 Restore (sii)nta, maybe preceded by a word referring to the owner, the Community, possibly a form of sahkriimanne, derivative of 
sankriim (Skt. sanghiiriima-). 

4 Sic! One expects tuntse of tu111tse for the genitive sg. of the demonstrative pronoun. One can explain this form by careless writing 
(anusviira missing) or by phonetic assimilation, as elsewhere (18). The phrase tu(n)tse kes ends the introduction of the record: it is fol
lowed by a blank space, about 15 cm long. 

5 The form is written in a peculiar way: there is a viriima stroke between ii and u, with u and w joined in a ligatura, seemingly in or
der to enforce the consonant character of the final sonorant. The pronunciation should be non-diphthongal, also /iiwl. The same word is 
written as iiw in line 11, but as iiu in line 2 of SIB Toch./13. 

6 After this word, the lacuna covers about four a4aras. To be completed as wastiir (pkuweHii.111), according to the information given 
in lines 5. 6, 7, 10. 12, 13, 14, and probably 9. --

7 This word is followed by a blank space, around 3 cm long. 
8 To be completed as (oroce keme)sa, according to the information given in line 11, and probably also in 7. 
9 This word is followed by a blank space, around 4 cm long. 

10 The preceding words form an incomplete sentence, since one expects the mention of the price after the verb plank-, causative "to 
sell" [ 19]. The money or the produce (grain, fabric) obtained in exchange is expressed in the perlative case; the lacuna may have contained 
three of four aksaras. 

11 This for~ is attested elsewhere, and is the plural of a term cak, which ought to be different from ciik, since the latter is a measure of 
volume for liquids and grains. This name is part of a threefold decimal system, borrowed from Chinese: fahk [X], pl. fahkii111 (around 
1.0355 1.), !OX= tau, pl. towa, IOOX = ciik, pl. cakanma (20). The following word, kenek, designates a "cotton fabric", and not a "shroud" 
as given in Krause and Thomas (21 ); it is matched by Toch. A kanak, which is well attested in the third act of the Buddhist drama 
Maitreyasamiti-Nii/aka (22) and is translated in Old Uighur by boz ("cotton fabric"; "Baumwollstoff'). Accordingly, cak is a measure of 
length, and has its exact counterpart in Uighur cry, which is used to measure pieces of boz (23). Both words are parallel borrowings from 
Chinese chi ("foot"= one third ofa metre), which had a final-kin Late Middle Chinese (24). 

12 There is place for several a4aras at the end of the line; after the name of the twelfth month (rapanne), it is not necessary to restore 
memne - "in the month". The obvious link with the beginning of line 7 is given by (oroce ke)mesa. 

• 13 This word is followed by a blank space, around 2.5 cm long. 
14 In the lacuna the type of domestic animal (ovine/caprine) and the number were certainly expressed, all in four syllables approxi

mately. The beginning of the next line starts a new sentence. 
15 It is easy to connect this syllable with the beginning of the next line by restoring wii(stiir pku)weHiif11. Note that in the preceding 

enumeration, the scribe has written the second occurrence of "one" (feme, oblique sg. masc.) with a geminate initial consonant. This usage 
has no clear motivation, but recurs in line 15. 

16 This word is followed by a blank space, around 2 cm long. 
17 To be completed as wiista pk(uweffiif11), without any place for more syllables in the lacuna. Therefore, at the beginning of next line, 

~eme >'awiire wiista pkuwef (understood aficce) make a complete sentence. The plural subject of the preterite active 3 pl. fowiire ("they 
ate") is found in the previous sentence: the word siikwiike is probably a name, coordinated with fonke (possibly borrowed from 
a Skt. name, either Saiika or Saiikha) without any particle. The trouble resides in the verb wiiya, 3 sg. active preterite of iik-/wiiy- ("to 
bring"), instead of the 3 pl. wayiire (25). It is possible that the scribe had been influenced by the repeated mention of the singular, wiiya, in 
the preceding lines 3, 4 (twice), 7, 8. 

18 This word is followed by a blank space, 2 cm long. 
19 As the introduction of an enumeration, one can restore (tune)k, after SIB Toch./13, line 4. 
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20 The alqara na is preceded by an erased sign. 
21 Here ends the enumeration. This word is followed by a blank space till the end of the line. According to the usage of SIB Toch./13, 

lines 4-5, the enumeration should be entirely in the nominative case; the oblique sg. sanai looks wrong, instead of nominative sg. sana. 
But it is probable that such an error was triggered by the plural aiyyana tarya (sci!. santa), which is ambiguous. 

22 This word is followed by a blank space, 3 cm long. 
23 One can easily restore the compound (~e)me pkuwe~, and at the end of the preceding line the lacuna allows place for some alqaras, 

probably waya, the expected verb of the sentence. 
24 This word is followed by a blank space, about 3 cm long. 
25 End ofa rubrique, according to the blank space which follows this word at the end of the line. 
26 Cinasena = Skt. Jrnasena. 
27 This word is followed by a blank space, 3 cm long. 
28 This is clearly the end of the name of the ypoy-moko ("country-elder"), borrowed from a compound Sanskrit name, with candra as 

second member. 
29 This word is followed by a blank space, 3.5 cm long. 
30 The lacuna contained the noun of a female domestic animal, according to the forms -pkusai and sanai, both oblique sg. feminine, 

possibly as ("goat"), since the preceding animal mentioned was also a caprine. 
31 End ofa rubrique, followed by a blank space till the end of the line, 20 cm long. 
32 The reading remains quite uncertain. 
33 This sequence of alqaras is problematic as to its form and meaning. It is probable that omorfEtlne santap constitutes a fixed expres

sion, with an adjective singular as first term. The syntagma is constructed with the verb yam- ("to make"); it designates a produce obtained 
from the small domestic animals after death, possibly a fabric made from the skin. 

TRANSLATION 

(I) In the year 14 of the reign of the king Ysuhkwa, in the year of the Sheep, in the ninth month, the results 
of the count are as follows: ... (2) [the amount of] the smaller livestock has been diminished by me. Of that the 
[detailed] account [is]: (3) Uwa~~i brought one ewe with large teeth [and] he brought two rams, twice 
(combed), (4) [and] he brought one goat. Sutate of Paiyti brought a ewe [as compensation] for a debt, (with 
large teeth), (5) with a lamb. According to the will of Tep Kwii'!l, I sold one wether, twice combed, ( ... ) 
(6) a caprine, male, twice combed, for 22 feet [of] cotton fabric. (In the month) rapanne (7), one ewe, with 
(large teeth) died. Cau~i brought four small domestic animals, twice combed ( ... ). (8) Sarike came here in order 
to count the small domestic animals. He brought two animals, one an ovine, one a caprine, [both] twice 
(9) (combed), castrated. Sl!kwiike [and] Sarike brought animals, two caprine, twice comb(ed) ... (IO) one ( ... ) 
they ate, twice combed. Saile brought animals on the order of the duke( ... ) (namely) (I I) three ovines, one ewe 
with large teeth, one male (lamb), twice combed. (I2) Sima brought animals, two caprines, twice combed. 
Kippii one caprine animal, ... (I3) once combed. Cami.kwi brought animals, two twice combed wethers. (I4) Ji
nasena brought an animal, one caprine, twice combed. The country-elder (I5) -candra brought a caprine ani
mal, once combed. ~temperikule brought (16) one (female), ... , thrice combed. (17) Small domestic animals 
that died are thirteen indeed left over(?) .... have been made ... seven. 

Commentary 

HISTORICAL AND AGRICULTURAL DA TA 

These three leaves have many common features. The 
first two belong to the same record. The texts are monastery 
accounts, which record incomings and withdrawals con
cerning smaller livestock. The animals, exchanged for vari
ous goods (grain, cotton fabric, etc.) or used as compensa
tion for a debt or for some service, are precisely defined, 
since their value depends on their age, sex, and the amount 
of fine wool they have. It is not possible to study all the 
scope of information these extremely interesting documents 
provide. They confirm, as a whole, the view of the impor
tant economic role of the Kuchean monasteries. 

The date of the first record refers to the king 
K~emarjuna. This name, borrowed from Sanskrit, recurs in 
other documents: an inscription G-Su 34 from Subashi near 
Kucha [26], several Berlin fragments (B 486, from Kyzyl, 
and other unpublished documents). The compound names 
with arjuna as second member seem to be characteristic of 
the royal family of Agni (Yanqi, alias Karashahr), as argued 
by Liiders [27] and Levi [28]. Unfortunately, it is not possi-

ble for the moment to establish with certainty the relation
ship between these kings and the royal family of Kucha, 
whose chronology is better known [29]. We know that 
Suvan:iadeva ruled from 624 till 646 and his father 
Suvan:iapu~pa was in charge already in 618. 

Besides the king, other authorities also appear in these 
records. The term ypoylypay-moko ("country-elder") is 
a determinative compound; it refers probably to a local ruler 
who had authority on the people of the territory (see below 
the commentary on the manuscript SJ P/117). It was rather 
vaguely defined by Fr. Bernhard as the "name of an admin
istrative position" ("eine Amtsbezeichnung") [30]. Further
more, the simple title moko ("elder") is well attested in the 
caravan-passes [31] as well as in the monastery accounts: 
oblique sg. mokof!I, genitive sg. mokontse; the regular 
nominative pl. is mokon (according to the pattern of 
klyomo) [32], but one finds also mokonta. It is possible that 
the ypoy-moko was at a higher level in the hierarchy of offi
cials. In several occurrences, one finds the plural, implying 
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that those men acted collectively, as a council or senate. 
The usage and meaning of moko recall those of the kitsaitsa 
in the Kroraina Prakrit documents [33): his functions were 
of judicial nature, and he was member of a sort of council of 
elders. The noun kitsaitsa reflects a more archaic fonn than 
Toch. B ktsaitse ("old"), while Toch. B moko is matched by 
Toch. A mok ("old"). Therefore, the translation as "elder" 
seems to be appropriate. 

The adjective yapkone (SIB Toch./11, line 10) and the 
genitive sg. yapkontse (SIB Toch./13, line 3) imply the ex
istence of a title • yapko (translated above as "duke") which 
is attested for the first time in Tocharian B. It recalls inevi
tably, while being adapted to the Tocharian phonology, the 
well-known Central Asiatic title yabgu, reflected by several 
forms in numerous languages: Old Turkic yabyu [34), 
Bactrian zaooo for the Kushiin (Yuezhi) rulers, Prakrit 
(Kharo~\hT) yavuga-, yaua-, Gk. ~aoou [35). According to 
the Chinese sources, the chiefs of the five Yuezhi tribes 
bore this title. In a Tocharian A fragment kept in the Musee 
Guimet, yiippak occurs as the title of a Uighur donor, being 
obviously a borrowing from Turkic yabyu. This occurrence 
does not give an independent evidence for a genuine To
charian title. Our Tocharian B texts clearly show that in the 
Tocharian-speaking area a yabgu coexisted with a king 
(Toch. B walo, genitive sg. /ante). Presumably, there were 
several yabgus under the authority of the king, or the yabgu 
was a representative of the king in some matters of the royal 
administration, as his "grand duke" or "vizier''. Be that as it 
may, the title yabgu enjoyed a great expansion in Central 
Asia, beyond the Kushiin kingdom, and one should add now 
the Tocharian B piece of evidence. 

The texts show several items of the tenninology used 
by the stock-breeders of that time in the Tocharian-speaking 
area. It is not surprising that some aspects elude us. Since 
the taxonomy was self-evident for the speakers, they could 
use abbreviated expressions. In order to reconstruct at least 
a part of this lexicon, it is necessary to compare texts from 
various sources. Some items can be understood only by ref
erence to a text from the Paris collection (PK LC I), which 
I published in 1997 [36), as well as from numerous wooden 
tablets found recently in Kyzyl, hitherto unpublished. How
ever, I had the opportunity to study this material in 
May 1995. 

I will not dwell on topics that I already discussed exten
sively [37). The generic tenn for "smaller livestock" (Latin 
minus pecus) is Tocharian B .Santa which shows a plural 
suffix with collective value; it is clearly not restricted to 
"sheep", as alleged in Krause and Thomas [38), but in
cludes both ovines and caprines, excluding the rest of cattle, 
bovines and equines (Latin maius pecus). This tenn has 
a singulative, foiyye, which refers basically to a "representa
tive of the mass of small domestic animals", either ovine or 
caprine. This point is proven by the collocations aiyye 
foiyye ("small domestic animal pertaining to sheep") and 
a~icce foiyye ("small domestic animal pertaining to goats"). 
These secondary adjectives aiyye ("ovine") and a~itstse, or 
a~iye ("caprine") qualify also the collective tenn, hence 
aiyyiina .Santa ("mass of smaller livestock consisting of 
sheep"), the detail of which is given afterwards; the parallel 
•a~iyana .Santa is matched by Tocharian A ii~iFi(i) fos 
("small domestic animals pertaining to goats") [39). In our 
lists of animals, the ovines stand always before the caprines. 
Furthennore, foiyye may designate, without being qualified, 
the unmarked member of the bipartite concept of .Santa 

(ovines plus caprines), also the "sheep''. It is so used in the 
datation fonnula as the noun corresponding to Chinese yang 
(Skt. pa.SU), one of the Twelve Animals of the zodiac. The 
Chinese tenn refers primarily to the sheep, and secondly to 
the goat as well. It is interesting to note that in the Kroraina 
documents from the third century A.D. the tenn pa.SU is also 
ambivalent, covering both ovine and caprine [40). I would 
suggest that it is the Prakrit wording for a concept similar to 
that ofToch. B foiyye in the local language. 

The animals are also classified in the texts according 
to sex, age, and other characteristics that were important 
for stock-breeders. Since I hope to discuss those rather 
intricate problems elsewhere, I stress here only the main 
facts which show a striking parallelism of the tenninology 
for ovines and caprines. My solutions agree only partially 
with assumptions that have been published by Schmidt 
without much argumentation and with less documenta
tion [41): 

1) The mature animals are distinguished according to 
sex: iiuwliiw/ ("ewe"; oblique identical to nominative sg.), 
nominative pl. awi; iis ("goat"; oblique identical to nomina
tive sg.), genitive sg. asaf!1ntse; the "ram" (uncastrated male 
ovine) is designated probably by ariwe (cf. Latin aries). 
The tenn aliiu, masculine, oblique pl. alawof!1, hence nomi
native pl. alawon, concerns both caprines and ovines. 
It designates most likely the castrated male animal, also the 
"wether" for the sheep. It follows in part the inflection of 
the type klyomo [42): stem *aliiwon-, with nominative 
sg. • -wo > * -wu > -u, as in Toch. B ku ("dog")< • kwon, and 
the outcomes of stems with suffixes •-wont- and * -wos- (see 
the past participle). 

2) There are, like in other languages, specific tenns for 
young, immature animals (less than one year old): yriye 
("lamb"; oblique sg. yari, nominative pl. yrin (written 
yrif!1)}; *fro ("kid"), nominative pl. iron (attested in one 
wooden tablet on display in the Hennitage Museum, Room 
No. 352). Those animals are further distinguished according 
to sex, as proven by the adjectives of appurtenance (here 
in the feminine) ala'!'-frotana ("pertaining to male kid") 
vs. klaif!1-srotana ("pertaining to female kid"), and 
klai-yritanna ("pertaining to female lamb"), and by the 
syntagmas klaiyna frond ("female kids"; in the same tablet 
of the Hennitage Museum), iii yriye ("male lamb"), nomi
native pl. alyi yri'!' (PK LC I). The adjective iii, oblique 
sg. alaf!', is used also to designate older male animals, both 
caprines and ovines. It follows the inflection of ancien -i
stems [43), exemplified by siif!I ("enemy") and tsef!1 
("blue"). The seemingly likeness between iii and aliiu is 
a mere illusion. The occurrences in SIB Toch./I 1, lines 5-
6, and 8-9 prove that aliiu ("castrated"; either ovine or ca
prine) and a~~ice ... ala'!' ("caprine male") vs. aiyye ala'!' 
("ovine male") refer in effect to different realities. 

3) The distinction of age is implicit in the mention of 
castration and is further indicated by a syntagma common to 
both ovines and caprines, females (ewe, goat) and males 
(ram): orocce (or oroce) kemesa. It means literally "with 
a large tooth", with the perlative sg. of the noun keme 
("tooth") being used. There is no need to render a homony
mous noun *keme as meaning something else, to justify 
an ad hoc meaning [44). This mention refers to the growth 
of the pennanent teeth, namely the central incisors, which 
are the well-known criterion to distinguish mature ruminant 
animals. The singular is not so disturbing, instead of the 
dual or plural, since the dental system is symmetrical, so 
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that the expert stock-breeder needs only to touch one single 
incisor to make sure of the erupting of the permanent teeth. 

One key notion of the economic vocabulary concerning 
livestock is indeed ~iirwai present in SIB Toch. 9, line 11, 
and - more frequently - in the Kyzyl documents. The 
nominative sg. is ~arwiye, oblique sg. ~iirwai, nominative 
pl. ~arwaifl (written ~arwai'?'I; henceforth the word will be 
quoted under the oblique sg. form). This noun (feminine) 
belongs to a well-known type of inflection [45]. It desig
nates some produce obtained from sheep and goats, as 
shown by the adjectives asa'?'lnlanai ("from she-goat"), 
awa'?'lntana ("from ewe"), etc. Furthermore, it is qualified 
also by the adjectives applied regularly (see the texts above) 
to ovines and caprines: ~eme-pkusai, wiista-pkusai, tiiryii
pkusai. About ~iirwai is said that it is given to various peo
ple, but mostly to women (klaiyna) or to monastery servants 
(kapyiiri), as payment for some work, or as something to be 
worked on. It is also delivered to the monastery. Despite its 
appearance as direct object of the verb iu-lswii- ("to eat"), it 
is not something "edible" by people: the verb iu-/swii- can 
be used in the general sense of "to consume'', as shown by 
the numerous occurrences in the monastery accounts [ 46]. 

The regular references to the animals from which the 
produce is obtained show that its quality depends on some 
characteristics of those animals. The identification to "dung, 
droppings", as Schmidt proposes [47], is far from any prob
ability, since animal dung is used currently in Central Asia 
as fuel or as building material. Its source is of course not re
stricted to ovines and caprines, and one can wonder about 
such a great stock control of animal droppings under the 
care of monastery agents. A regular produce, which is 
common to sheep and goats and of great importance to 
stock-breeders, is in fact the fleece or the wool. This hy
pothesis allows, by the same token, to understand the adjec
tives X-pku, with X as a multiplicative number and -pku as 
the past participle of a verb pak-: sg. masc. nominative pku, 
obi. pkuwe~. fem. nom. pkusa, obi. pkusai, pl. masc. nom. 

pkuwe~. obi. pkuwe~~ii'?'I, following a well-known inflection 
type [48]. The root in question can be neither pak- ("to 
cook, to ripe"; the past participle papeku), nor pak- ("to 
plan, to contemplate") [49]. If those adjectives had indi
cated the age of livestock, as proposed by Schmidt [50], 
would they be restricted to one, two or three years? For 
stating the age of people, Tocharian uses possessive com
pounds with derivatives of the noun for "[cyclic] year" -
A Pukiil, B piku/ as second member, A wiki-puklyi, B ikii'?'l
pikwalanne ("with twenty years"). But the age of animals is 
rather established by external characteristics, as seen above 
(permanent teeth, castration, fertility, etc.). I propose to 
render pku as "combed", from a technical verb pak- ("to 
comb, to pluck out"; Indo-European root *pek-) [51], which 
can qualify both the animals and the produce therefrom. 
Note, Tibetan uses similar expressions to distinguish differ
ent qualities of wool (bal): "the first coarse plucking of 
wool; the second, of the finer wool; the third, of the 
finest" [52]. 

Various domestic animals, special breeds of goats and 
hairy sheep, shed their hair during the moulting season. One 
may assume that the Tocharians did practice the plucking or 
combing of hairy animals as they moulted. This old method 
of removing underwool from moulting sheep, goats, yaks, 
camels is still used in northwest China, Tibet and Mongo
lia [53]. Therefore, ~iirwai designates the wool that sheep 
and goats shed during the moulting season: it is harvested 
by plucking or by combing. Actually, this word can be ety
mologically connected with the root (*skeH2i-!*skH2ei-) of 
English shed (Old English sceadan - "to separate"), Skt. 
chii- (chyati) [54], by assuming a proto-form *skiH2(d)-ru
> * skyaru- > * ~~iiru- ("what is shed"), which received later 
in Proto-Tocharian a very common secundary suffix, with 
collective value. This last proposal remains open to discus
sion, but through the semantic identification of ~iirwai, we 
gain a rather coherent and realistic view of the texts. 

II. Registration of men 

I. SI P/ll7 (see jig. 4). Size: 29.2 x 39.8 cm. Tocharian B. Paper. Cursive script. Judging by the size and the general ar
rangement, the leaf is complete. There are several holes in the paper, impeding the reading of some names. The ductus is fine 
and geometrical, and it is very likely that the scribe used a pen, instead of a brush, as in most profane documents. 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. 21 1 ~untsa 2 yiise liinti pa [t] 3 [pi]kulne oktance i/sq'?" ~ene ypoy 
moko wrau 4 po ypo-

2. yntse s iirtarsa swiira pwiirane foumo~e pausye 6 /au putkiir:, cai 
mo~ariim~e puwarsii, 

3. siimna I kerentsile I kkercipile 7 1ptiimparre 8 I catile I mikki~one I 
ykii'?'lnii, I kwa-

4. ppa/e I fonkale I kercapiske I k[e]pautile I capifokke I kepautile I 
cit re 

5. lputtamitre I sotqrkiine I mitraiyse I laraciwe I oktale I 
punica'?'lndre I (sankaupte) 9 

6. I kepautile 1 tarmasene I [ku]mpiintiske I kutsawa[n]e putamitre I 
paliike I cinase-

1. ne I mikkinaiyse I nwetakke I 10 
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8. cai kwafiye puwarne siimna I caukile I puluske I malakke I wrau I 
cinatewe I ka-

9. ccinii!f, wrau I kolti lpala'!"tte I s[i]nkiske I kercapiske I ortonii!f, 
sinki-

I 0. ske I pufiyisene I maiuta I apiir~e wrau I larutti I koppesale I 
laressa-

11. le I sankatiise I camil, I - - 11 mpaiyse I pi[s]sure I pernau I 
puttaiyse I si-

12. nklo I nawarii- [I J 12 cape~, I casene I 13 

Textual remarks 

15 

1 As in SIB Toch./11, line 1 (see above), the bare number signs replace the cardinal numeral before the word for the reignal year 
(/quf!'). 

2 Sic! There is a hole upon the alqara Jqu, and it is not excluded that the expected anusviira was lost. 
3 This reading is the most likely. The term pikul ("year") is usually preceded by one of the names of the Twelve-Animals cycle ac

cording to the Chinese popular calendar that had been adopted by the Tocharians since the first centuries A.D. [55]. Those animals are: 
Rat, Ox, Tiger, Hare, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Sheep, Monkey, Cock, Dog, Pig. The Berlin text B 549 provides a bilingual list - Sanskrit
Tocharian B (a 5-7) - studied extensively by Liiders [56]. The form pat does not appear in this list. But Tocharian B, pat (pl. ptanma) is 
known as the noun meaning "stiipa" [57]. But what could "a year of the stiipa" mean? However, the formula of our document is confirmed 
by the mention pat pikul in an inscription from Kyzyl (cave No. 222), which I had the opportunity to consult on the spot after a previous 
publication [58]. 

4 The verb of the sentence is putkiir, 3 pl. active preterite of the verb putk- ("to divide") [59]; accordingly, the name Wrau refers to 
a second subject, which does not agree with the official title ypoy-moko designating an anonymous first person. The name Wrau recurs 
later in the document (see lines 8, 9 and 10), but this fact is of no special significance. Other people used to bear the same name: for in
stance, Kercapiske (lines 4 and 9), Kepautile (lines 4 (twice!) and 6). 

5 The ligatura has been corrected by the scribe, who had previously written simply ntse, without yod. 
6 The word pausye (pl. pausyenta) was already known from several business documents; the alleged meaning is given as 

"contribution, tax" (German "Abgabe, Steuer") [60]. In its occurence in the Berlin text B 33 a 6, ypoye pausye (" ... of the country"), with 
ypoye as derived adjective, is mentioned among several duties of a householder, just after liinte spaktii'!' ("the service of the king"). In our 
manuscript, we find also that the pausye is required and organised by the "elder" (moko), responsible for the country (yapoy, basis of the 
adjectiveypoye). In this context the term is determined by the adjective foumo-~e ("consisting of men"); therefore, the translation by "tax" 
does not fit. The notion seems to refer to some duty to which individuals of the kingdom were bound; it is closer to the medieval practice 
of corvee. The men called for service realise collectively this duty. 

7 The geminate of the first syllable is certain. 
8 The aksara rra does not show here the transversal arc of circle as a supplementary marking of the geminate [61]. 
9 This n~e has been coarsely erased, without being replaced by another name. 

10 This stroke is followed by a blank space, more than 17 cm long, till the right border of the leaf. This blank space marks the end of 
the first list. 

11 Two alqaras, without superior vowel marking, are lost in a hole. 
12 One catches sight of the vertical stroke, so that the next name is complete, and the preceding name is lacking a single alqara. 
13 This stroke is followed by a blank space, more than 13 cm long, till the right border of the leaf. Again, this blank space marks the 

end of a rubrique. 

This document SI P/117 gives basically two lists of 
names, the first from line 3 through line 7 (27 names, one 
being suppressed), the second from line 8 through line 12 

(27 names). The names are clearly separated by one single 
vertical stroke (dai:i<fa). It is sufficient here to give the 
translation of the introductory sentences. 

TRANSLATION 

(1) In the year 21 of the reign of the king Yase, in the year of the Stiipa (?),in the eighth [month], on the 
twenty-one, the country-elder [and] Wrau, along the border (2) of the whole country, have posted separately to 
the four fires the men being in service. These [are] (3) the men for the Mok~arama fire: ... 

(8) These [are] the men at the Kwai'lye fire: ... 
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Commentary 

A Kuchean king named Yase was already known from 
inscriptions of Kyzyl Karha (cave No. 25), which are dated 
by the 22th year of his reign [62]. This name is borrowed 
from Skt. ya.fo, or is abbreviated from a compound name 
having this lexeme as second or first member [63]. 

The key for understanding this document lies in the 
noun meaning "fire", Tocharian B puwar, pl. pwiira. Be
sides the locative pl. pwiira-ne (line 2), one finds the alla
tive sg. puwar-s (end of line 2) and the locative sg. puwar
ne (line 8), both preceded by different adjectives. Those 
"'fires" have no religious significance and do not give any 
evidence for a cult of fire. They designate signal-fires that 
were used in order to send messages from one garrison to 
the other. This primitive telegraphic system is well-known 
from the Chinese sources accounts of the surveillance of the 
frontiers against foreign invaders, but the practice is not ex
clusively Chinese and goes back to very ancient times [64]. 
Its existence in East Turkestan is documented by the nu
merous ruins of watch-towers that have been found [65]. In 
this region, the military and administrative organisation was 
admittedly influenced by the Chinese empire. The system 
used signals of smoke during the day and signals of fire 
during the night. The Chinese termfeng [66], meaning pre
cisely "alarm-fire" and referring to a "watch-tower", desig
nates originally the stacks of wood lit to produce heavy 
smoke for signal purposes in day time. 

One may assume in Tocharian the same metonymy in 
the usage of puwar ("fire"), specialised in meaning "signal
fire", and extended to designate a "watch-tower" on the top 

of which the stake was lit in case of danger. The "four fires" 
(line 2) refer to four places along the frontier of the king
dom. This manuscript records the names of the men that 
have been enrolled to take care of the surveillance at the 
frontier; the service included certainly the gathering of 
wood for the fires, and implied taking turns for watching 
night and day over the border. The text gives the names of 
the men posted at two fires, which are identified by the lo
cality nearby. The lists of the men posted at the two other 
fires were written on a following leaf. It is certainly not by 
chance that the number of men conscripted for each fire is 
the same, to wit 27. Different men can share the same name 
(Kercapiske, Kepautile, Wrau, etc.). The grand total of men 
for the four fires altogether would amount to 108, an auspi
cious number. Besides the peculiar usage of puwar ("fire"), 
we get the meaning of the new noun iirtar (line 2), in the 
perlative case, which apparently can be rendered as 
"frontier, border, limit"; it can be etymologically related to 
Latin iira, Hittite arha- ("edge, rim, limit, boundary, con
fine(s)"). etc. 

We gain also more information about the functions of 
the ypoy-moko ("country-elder"), already discussed above. 
He did not have any religious functions and was responsible 
for all matters related to the peace and security of the terri
tory, and one may assume that those "elders" had power of 
police and justice. Their functions implied the control of 
people that were bound to some service or corvee, like 
guarding the frontiers, and they were entrusted with pun
ishing people who do not perform their duties. 

2. SI B Toch./12 (see fig. 5). Size: 29.0 x 19.6 cm. Tocharian B. Cursive script. Paper. The document is not complete: 
only the upper part of the leaf is left. There are several rips, particularly in the right border, and the last line is almost entirely 
mutilated. The writing is peculiar, and unique in the series SIB Toch./9-13: the geometrical ductus is fine and it seems that 
the scribe used a pen instead of a brush. This scribe has also observed the difference between the alcyaras ta and na. The 
overall style is actually very close to that of SI P/117 (see above), and it is not excluded that both manuscripts had been writ
ten by the same hand. 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. cai iiwai ri~i friiyii, ka/anku • ketsutaiyse • kercapiske • tsakune • 
satyawiirme • citre-

2. rapaske • cinaupte • citrasene • sinkiske • puttaSile • erkaiiciske • 
m_qkkokke • raktatiise ( •) 

3. mikicandre • caukilaiie • erkaiiciske • ca/aiske • tarmatte • ettukiine 
• korakke • catile • 

4. kercapiske • piiiaute • paiiw[ai]~~iir~e 1 korakke • motisiire • .foiyle • 2 

5. cai ostuwii~i sriiyii,. yatiske. yataiie. turkiine. kumpiinte 3 • 

~tukile. sankopte/11 

6. ndre 4 • miki~~one + supriye • tarmatte • mikinare • periiita • a1?1tlu/e + 
swamitre [+]+i 5/// 

7. kiiiiyake • ka/anko • catewe • casene • pqllentakke • sumitre • 

kepautiske • raktat[e]we • 

8. +au-- [l]e- +e +e +e [k]i +i [l]e [•] +i +i [s]e 6 p[u]iia +e +e 7 

+e [m]e [c]a/11 
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Textual remarks 

1 The reading of the vowel of the second syllable remains uncertain; one can consider alternatively to read it with vowel -e, showing 
a very large line. 

2 The dot is followed by a blank space, about 8 cm long, till the right border of the leaf. This blank space marks the end of the first 
list. 

3 One may hesitate between this reading and Kumpatte. 
'End of a compound name with probably -(ca)ndre as second part, hence borrowed from a Sanskrit name ending in candra, as 

Gm:iacandra, Ji\anacandra, etc. (67). The lacuna at the end of the preceding line allows place for the dot and three syllables. The fonn 
Sankopte is a complete name as such, probably borrowed from Skt. Sanghagupta. 

5 One catches sight only of the vocalisation of the a~ara; judging from the space till the border of the leaf, this is the first syllable of 
a trisyllabic name. 

6 A reading [.ik) e can also be considered. Both syllables would fit for the end of a name. The following dot is lost. 
7 One can restore puiia(s)e(n)e as well as puiia(t)e(w)e, the two names being borrowed from Sanskrit Pm:iyasena and Pur:iyadeva re

spectively. The first is already attested [68). 

Like SI P/117, this document consists mainly of lists of 
names. The first list runs from line I through line 8, the sec
ond from line 9 till the end, which is lost. The names are 

separated by a little arc of circle, analogous to the sign 
which is used as dot in literary manuscripts. Here follows 
the translation of the short introductory sentences: 

TRANSLATION 

(I) These [are] the aged men of the New City: ... 

(9) These [are] the aged men of the houses: ... 

Commentary 

The first list contains 27 names, and the second, which 
is incomplete, more than 28. The last line shows no trace of 
an introductory sentence similar to the preceding ones. The 
"aged men" (.fray, nominative pl.) have been listed accord
ing to their location. If "houses" (ostuwa, pl. of ost) is not 
the given name of some place in the country, the derived 
adjective ostuwii-~i (nominative pl.) means perhaps that 
these old people had to stay in their isolated houses, outside 

the built-up area. Why those "aged men" are listed in this 
way? One may assume that they were discharged from some 
duties: for instance, they could not be put on the active list 
of the military service. Or the old men, like the women, at
tested in other documents, were bound to other specific du
ties of peacetime, for example, handicraft or the like. This 
manuscript testifies again to a relatively strict control of the 
society by the administrative power. 

* * * 
An additional interest of the documents studied above 

lies in the high number of names that occur therein. In the 
present context, it is not possible to develop the resulting 
contribution to Tocharian onomastics. One can identify im
mediately numerous compound names borrowed from San
skrit, which are expected in a Buddhist culture. One finds 
also names based on Sanskrit lexemes, probably abstracted 
members from compounds, with Tocharian suffixes. Fi
nally, there are names without any lndic tonality: those 
names are either indigenous, genuine Tocharian names, or 
borrowings from Chinese, Sogdian, Khotanese, and Uighur. 
Such a medley of multifarious names is typical of all pro
fane documents. 

The study of Tocharian onomastics is still in the stage 
of infancy, and the first task is to collect systematically this 
material [69]. The documents under discussion offer such 
a great number of new concrete facts that it is difficult to 
interpret them wholly. They deserve further study by com
paring other Tocharian texts, which must be published in 
their entirety, and by using the evidence of other languages 
and cultures of the same epoch in Central Asia. Judging 
from the data that have been already discussed, one can say 
that the St. Petersburg Kuchean documents are indeed of 
utmost importance for our knowledge of the history and so
ciety of the Tarim basin in pre-Islamic time. 
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